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Realization of a scalable
Shor algorithm
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Certain algorithms for quantumcomputers are able to outperform their classical counterparts.
In 1994, Peter Shor came up with a quantum algorithm that calculates the prime factors
of a large number vastly more efficiently than a classical computer. For general scalability of
such algorithms, hardware, quantum error correction, and the algorithmic realization itself
need tobe extensible. Herewepresent the realization of a scalable Shoralgorithm, as proposed
by Kitaev.We factor the number 15 by effectively employing and controlling seven qubits
and four “cache qubits” and by implementing generalized arithmetic operations, known as
modular multipliers.This algorithm has been realized scalably within an ion-trap quantum
computer and returns the correct factors with a confidence level exceeding 99%.

S
hor’s algorithm for factoring integers (1) is
one example inwhich a quantum computer
(QC) outperforms themost efficient known
classical algorithms. Experimentally, its im-
plementation is highly demanding (2–7) be-

cause it requires both a sufficiently large quantum
register andhigh-fidelity control. Such challenging
requirements raise the question of whether opti-
mizations and experimental shortcuts are possi-
ble. Optimizations, especially system-specific or
architectural optimizations, are certainly possible,
but for a demonstration of Shor’s algorithm in a
scalablemanner, special caremust be taken to not
oversimplify the implementation—for instance,
by employing knowledge about the solution be-
fore the actual experimental application (8).
How does Shor’s algorithm work? First, we

consider a classical factoring recipe, assuming

that the number we want to factor is N = 15. We
picka randomnumbera∈½2;N − 1� (thebase)—say,
a = 7. We evaluate whether the greatest common
divisor gcd(a, N) = 1; if not, a factor is already de-
termined. This is the case for a = {3, 5, 6, 9, 10, 12}.
Next, we calculate the modular exponentiation
axmodN for x=0, 1, 2… and find its period r: the
first value of x > 0 such that axmodN = 1. Given
r, finding the factors ofN requires calculating the
greatest common divisors of ar/2 ± 1 andN, which
is efficiently possible with a classical approach—
for instance, using Euclid’s algorithm. For our ex-
ample (N = 15, a = 7), themodular exponentiation
yields 1, 7, 4, 13, 1,…, which has a period of 4. The
greatest common divisors of ar/2 ± 1 = 74/2 ± 1 =
{48, 50} andN= 15 are {3, 5}, the nontrivial factors
ofN. In this example, the cases a = {4, 11, 14} have
period r = 2 and require a single multiplication
step (a2 modN = 1), which is considered an “easy”
case (8). Note that the periodicity for a chosen a
cannot be predicted.
How can this recipe be implemented in a QC?

A QC also has to calculate ax mod N in a com-
putational register for x = 0, 1, 2… and then ex-
tract r. Using the quantum Fourier transform
(QFT) applied to the period register, the period of

ax mod N can be extracted from a number of
measurements not increasing with the size of the
number to be factored.
What are the requirements and challenges of

implementing Shor’s algorithm? We first focus
on the period register and subsequently address
modular exponentiation in the computational
register. Factoring N, an n = ⌈log2(N)⌉-bit num-
ber (with the quantity in brackets rounded up
to next integer number), requires a minimum
of n qubits in the computational register (to
store the results of ax mod N) and generally
about 2n qubits in the period register (9, 10).
Thus, even a seemingly simple example, such as
factoring 15 (an n = 4-bit number), requires 3n =
12 qubits. These qubits then have to be mani-
pulated with high-fidelity gate operations. Given
the current state-of-the-art control over quantum
systems (11), such an approach would probably
yield an unsatisfactory performance. However,
a full quantum implementation of this part of the
algorithm is not necessary. As noted by Kitaev
(12), if only the classical information of the QFT
(such as the period r) is of interest, 2n qubits
subject to a QFT can be replaced by a single qubit.
Still, this approach requires qubit recycling (spe-
cifically, in-sequence single-qubit readout and
state reinitialization) paired with feed-forward be-
havior to compensate for the reduced system size.
In the following, Kitaev’s QFT will be referred

to as KQFT(M). It replaces a QFT acting on M
qubitswith a semiclassical QFT acting repeatedly
on a single qubit. Similar applications of Kitaev’s
approach to a semiclassical QFT in quantum al-
gorithms have been investigated (13–15). For the
implementation of Shor’s algorithm, Kitaev’s ap-
proach provides a reduction from the previous n
computational qubits and 2nQFT qubits (in total,
3n qubits) to only n computational qubits and
1 KQFT(2n) qubit (in total, n + 1 qubits).
The second key ingredient of Shor’s algorithm—

and a notably more challenging aspect than the
QFT—is modular exponentiation, which admits
the following general simplifications.
1) Considering Kitaev’s approach (Fig. 1), the

input state j1i (in decimal representation) is sub-
ject to a conditional multiplication based on the
most significant bit k of the period register. At
most, there will be two results after this first step.
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It follows that, for the very first step, it is sufficient
to implement an optimized operation that con-
ditionally maps j1i→ja2kmod Ni. Considering
the importance of a high-fidelity multiplication
(with its performance being fed forward to all
subsequent qubits), this efficient simplification
improves the overall performance of experimen-
tal realizations.
2) Subsequent multipliers can similarly be re-

placed with maps by considering only possible
outputs of the previous multiplications. However,
using such maps will become intractable, as the
number of input and output states to be consid-
ered grows exponentially with the number of
steps: After n steps, 2n > N possible outcomes
need to be considered, a numerical task as chal-
lenging as factoring N by classical means. Thus,
controlled full modular multipliers should be im-
plemented. Figure 2 shows the experimentally
obtained truth table for the modular multiplier 2
mod 15 [see also (16) for modular multipliers with
bases {7, 8, 11, 13}]. These quantum circuits can be
efficiently derived from classical procedures by
using a variety of standard techniques for revers-
ible quantum arithmetic and local logic optimi-
zation (17, 18).
3) The very last multiplier allows one more

simplification: Considering that the results of the
modular exponentiation are not required for Shor’s
algorithm (as only the period encoded in the pe-
riod register is of interest), the last multiplier only
has to create the correct number of correlations
between the period register and the computation
register. Local operations after the conditional
(entangling) operations may be discarded to fa-
cilitate the final multiplication without affecting
the results of the implementation.
4) In rare cases, certain qubits are not subject

to operations in the computation. Thus, these
qubits can be removed from the algorithmentirely.
For large-scale quantum computation, opti-

mization steps 1, 3, and 4 will only marginally
affect the performance of the implementation.
These steps represent merely a small subset of
the entire computation, which mainly consists
of the full modular multipliers. Thus, the re-
alization of these modular multipliers is a core
requirement for the implementations of a scal-
able Shor algorithm.
Furthermore, Kitaev’s approach requires in-

sequence measurements, qubit recycling to reset
themeasured qubit, feed-forward behavior of gate
settings on the basis of previous measurement
results, and controlled quantum operations—
tasks that have not been realized in a combined
experiment to date.
We demonstrate these techniques in our real-

ization of Shor’s algorithm in an ion-trap QC, with
five 40Ca+ ions in a linear Paul trap. The qubit is
encoded in the ground state S1=2ðm ¼ −1=2Þ ¼ j1i
and the metastable state D5=2ðm ¼ −1=2Þ ¼ j0i
(wherem denotes the Zeeman sublevel) [formore
details, see (16, 19)]. Unitary operations, illustrated
inFig. 1, aredecomposed intoprimitive components,
such as two-target controlled-NOT (C-NOT) and C-
SWAP gates (or gates with global symmetries,
such as the four-target C-NOT gate employed

SCIENCE sciencemag.org 4 MARCH 2016 • VOL 351 ISSUE 6277 1069

Fig. 1. Quantum circuits. Diagrams of Shor’s algorithm for factoring N = 15, using a generic textbook
approach (A) compared with Kitaev’s approach (B) for a generic base a. (C) The actual implemen-
tation for factoring 15 to base 11, optimized for the corresponding single-input state. Here qi corre-
sponds to the respective qubit in the computational register. (D) Kitaev’s approach to Shor’s algorithm
for the bases {2, 7, 8, 13}. Here, the optimizedmap of the firstmultiplier is identical in all four cases, and
the last multiplier is implemented with full modular multipliers, as depicted in (E). In all cases, the
single QFTqubit is used three times, which, together with the four qubits in the computation register,
totals seven effective qubits. (E) Circuit diagrams of the modular multipliers of the form a mod N for
bases a = {2, 7, 8, 11, 13}.

Fig. 2.Truth table. Experimentally obtained truth table of the controlled 2 mod 15 multiplier. (A) With
the control-qubit being in state 0, the truth table corresponds to the identity operation. (B) When the
control qubit triggers the multiplication, the truth table illustrates the multiplication of the input state
with 2 mod 15. The mean fidelity with respect to the expected output state is 48(5)%.
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here), from which an adaptation of the gradient-
ascent pulse engineering algorithm (20) can ef-
ficiently derive an equivalent sequence of laser
pulses acting on only the relevant qubits. The
problem with this approach is that the resulting
sequence generally includes operations acting
on all qubits. Implementing the optimized three-
qubit operations for a five-ion string therefore re-
quires decoupling the remaining qubits from the
computation space.We spectroscopically decouple
qubits by transferring any information from jSi
to jD′i ¼D5=2ðm ¼ −5=2Þ and from jDi to jS′i ¼
S1=2ðm ¼ 1=2Þ. Here, the subspace fjS′i; jD′ig
serves as a readily available “quantum cache” to
store and retrieve quantum information for the
purpose of facilitating quantum computations.
Finally, to complete the toolbox necessary for

Kitaev’s approach to Shor’s algorithm, we also
implement (i) single-qubit readout, by encoding all
other qubits in the fjDi; jD′ig subspace and sub-
sequent electron shelving (21) on the S1=2 ↔ P1=2

transition; (ii) feed-forward behavior, by storing
counts detected during the single-qubit readout
(22) in a classical register and subsequent condi-
tional laser pulses; and (iii) state reinitialization,
using optical pumping for the ion, and Raman
cooling (23, 24) for the motional state of the ion
string. The pulse sequences and additional infor-
mation on the implementation of the modular
multipliers are available in (16).
The measurement results for base a = {2, 7, 8,

11, 13} with period r = {4, 4, 4, 2, 4} are shown in
Fig. 3. To quantify the performance of the imple-
mentation, previous realizations focused mainly
on the squared statistical overlap (SSO) (25), the
classical equivalent to the Uhlmann fidelity (10).
Althoughwe achieved an SSO of {0.968(1), 0.964(1),
0.966(1), 0.901(1), 0.972(1)} for the case of a =
{2, 7, 8, 11, 13}, we argue that this does not answer
the question “What is the period?” Shor’s algo-
rithm allows one to deduce the period with high
probability from a single-shot measurement, as
the output of the QFT (x) is, in the exact case, a
ratio of integers, where the denominator gives
thedesiredperiod. This period is extractedbyusing

a continued fraction expansion applied to x/2k, a
good approximation of the ideal case when k, the
number of qubits, is sufficiently large. In our
realizations with bases a = {2, 7, 8, 11, 13}, the
probabilities (and their error estimates in paren-
theses) to obtain output states that allow the der-
ivation of the correct period are {56(2), 51(2),
54(2), 47(2), 50(2)}%. Thus, to obtain a confidence
level of >99% for the periodicity, the experiment
has to run about eight times.
We have presented the realization of Kitaev’s

vision of Shor’s algorithm based on scalable build-
ing blockswith three-digit resolution to factorN=
15, using bases {2, 7, 8, 11, 13}. To do this, we suc-
cessfully employed a semiclassical QFT combined
with single-qubit readout, feed-forward behavior,
and qubit recycling. Comparedwith the traditional
algorithm, our realization of Shor’s algorithm re-
duces the required number of qubits by nearly a
factor of 3. Furthermore, the entire quantum reg-
ister has been subject to the computation in a
“black-box” fashion. Employing the equivalent of
a quantum cache by spectroscopic decoupling fa-
cilitated the derivation of the necessary pulse se-
quences to achievehigh-fidelity results.We envision
that our scalable algorithm implementation will
be combinedwith a scalable trap architecture (26)
and quantum error correction to enable arbitrary
long quantum computation.
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Fig. 3. Experimental find-
ings. Results and correct
order-assign probability for
the different implementa-
tions to factor N = 15. Three-
digit results (in decimal rep-
resentation) of Shor’s
algorithm for the different
bases. The ideal data (red)
for period {2, 4} are shown
adjacent to the raw data
(blue). The squared statisti-
cal overlap is larger than
90% for all cases.
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